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We have found the construction of models a powerful aid in quantitative interpretation of our data. Aside from this application, we believe the formal models may have integrative significance for theoretical biology. The purpose of this communication is to outline the rationale and assumptions of the models, to define their structure and illustrate their calibration with our material, and to summarize some of their general characteristics and predictions.
Rationale and general assumptions
An important function of the models is to provide a welldefined basis for translation of the average observed sectoring rates into explicit estimates expressed as mutation rates per cell per roentgen. The average response involves integration over a time-period of transient response. Therefore, the problem is to design and calibrate a cell-generation model (2), including restrictions of material and procedure, compatible with the transient pattern. For this purpose, the cellgeneration model needs to be considered in relation to the scoring of mature flowers. Basically, the model assumes an orderly sequence of celldivisions during development from floral primordia to mature flowers. Successive cell-generations of the primordia are defined by the number of cell-divisions remaining until floral maturity. Acute irradiation of a whole plant applies the same total dose to a population of floral primordia of different developmental ages. These primordia, marked by mutations, then develop as mature flowers in a blooming sequence (assumed to be unaffected by radiation) that reflects their relative ages at the time of treatment. If we assume the sensitivity to mutation is the same for each primordium, the frequency of mutations observed will vary with bloom-sequence because the primordia treated at different ages contained different numbers of cells. Accordingly, the rate of scorable response in this system is expected to be transient, although the individual mutations are not viewed as transitory.
The models, defined precisely in the following paragraphs, provide a structure for integration of mutational contributions from different primordia (or if desired, for isolation of the contributions from primordia of different ages). These different contributions are distributed over the array of 
Model unit-structure and definitions
Description of the unit structure of the models is facilitated by reference to the contents and organization of Table 1 . Basic to all of the models is definition of the age of a floral primordium as the number of cell-generations of division it has yet to undergo before floral maturity. Thus, the number of cells in a primordium is assumed to be doubled in successive cell-generations. For our sampling procedure (2), primordial cell-generations 3-10 are pertinent. As a consequence of doubling cell-numbers, associated with the primordial ages (during which mutation occurs) are different relative probabilities (ranging,, respectively, from 0.51 to 0.58) of scoring the mutations at floral maturity. The average cell-generation time in our material has been estimatedS as 2.3 days, and the closest integral value, 2 days, is assumed in the models. Table 1 represents the scoring of successives flowers after irradiation of a whole plant. The bloom-sequences (column 1) signify groups of mature flowers, defined in relation to the age of their primordia (heading of columns 3-6) at the time of treatment. For example, by definition, bloom-sequence (6) contains the first flowers to bloom that were 6 cell-generations from maturity at the time of treatment. Thus, the main body of Table 1 contains positions for recording the expected relative contributions (probabilities of scoring), from different cell-generations, to the total mutational yield scored in successively blooming mature flowers.
We assume that identical cell-generations will not develop to maturity in exactly identical times, and that radiation effects may add to this variability. Thus, different flowers scored on the same day will represent primordia irradiated during somewhat different cell-generations of their development. Accordingly, we require more than one line in the table for each bloom-sequence. From the shape of the response curve for acute treatments (2) we conclude for our material that at least four lines per bloom-sequence are needed in the model. These separate lines permit recording the contributions from four primordial ages (N = 4), assumed to overlap within one bloom-sequence. Thus, Table I represents a single bloom-sequence, 6; comprised of the defining category, (6), plus three other categories, (5), (4), and (3), which represent flowers blooming in the same time-period of scoring, but treated at later stages in their development. Table 1 , furthermore, applies specifically to Model b for which the radiation exposure is administered over a period of 4 days at the rate x roentgens per day. Column 2 tabulates the radiation-exposure days, arranged to correspond with the probability arrays in the next columns of the table. Accordingly, the model associates a mutational contribution from each cell-generation with the day (or days) of irradiation during which that cell-generation was treated. In this model each primordium, during one cell-generation (of 2 days), receives on the average two doses (f = 2) of x roentgens each (during exposure days 1 and 2). Subsequently, the primordium (having advanced to the next cell-generation) receives two more doses (f = 2) of x roentgens each (during exposure days 3 and 4). The result of adding the probability arrays for each primordial category is given in the last column of Table 1 .
Further definitions of the symbols used in the models are given in seven lines at the bottom of Table 1 , and are numerically illustrated for this example. The average probability of scoring per daily dose is one-quarter the sum of the probabilities entered in the main body of the table. The average probability (p) per cell-generation (of 2 days) is assumed to be twice as large. The response to daily dose within each cell-generation is symbolized as xrx, where x = roentgens per day, and rx is the mutational rate of response per roentgen. The average mutational response predicted by this model for bloom-sequence 6 is the triple product pxrx.
The quantity rx, of principal experimental interest, is to be evaluated from observations. However, for certain comparisons among the theoretical models, it is instructive to divide pxrx by rx and to study the model behaviors of the resulting function, px, which is the mutational response per rx. Comparison among the theoretical models is further facilitated by designing each of them for the same total dose, here designated 18K. This formulation would permit the scale of the models to be changed by insertion of different specific values for K. In the example of Table 1 , with the total dose distributed over 4 days, the daily dose, x, is 18K/4 or 4.5K. The function px is evaluated (last line of the table) as 4.08K, which is the average mutational response per rx predicted by this model for bloom-sequence 6.
Seven models
By the rationale and method illustrated for one bloom-sequence of one model in Table 1 , the probability arrays have been constructed for the complete series of bloom-sequences, 3-12, for each of seven selected models. The detailed arrays are given elsewhere (2,t) for the complete acute model, for bloom-sequence 6 of the models with 1 and 2 days distribution of dose, and for bloom-sequences S-6 of the model with 8 days distribution of dose. Estimation of the average duration of a model bloom-sequence as 2 days in our material, calibration of the bloom-sequence scale as to actual dates of scoring, and use of the models to evaluate rx and mutation rates are extensions of this work documented elsewhere (2,t). Table 2 The chronic model has been designed at a daily dose rate, x = K, equal to that for Model d, and is represented as a footnote to the last column of Table 2 . For each model the mean predicted response over bloom-sequences 3 through 12, px, is given at the bottom of the table.
Model transient characteristics and predictions
Differences among the transient patterns of response are better displayed graphically in Fig. 1 .
The ordinate scale for the figure is expressed per rx, i.e., with the response divided by the mutation rate per roentgen. Thus, the relative magnitudes shown for the different curves are those predicted if the mutation rate per roentgen does not change for different intensities (x) of radiation. Deviations of experimental observationst from this prediction are interpreted as evidence that rx is a function of x.
As described earlier, the different curves also are drawn for the same total dose, termed 18K. Thus, the daily dose, x, is expressed in terms of K, as is the ordinate scale. Consequently, the means and the peaks of the curves are also functions of K. The calibration shown is for K = 1 roentgen (or total dose = 18 roentgens); but if K is doubled the ordinate scale is doubled, and the models predict doubled response. Deviations of experimental observations (2) from this prediction are interpreted as evidence that rx is a function of total dose. 
